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Introduction:
Economics and Trade Branch has been asked by the ADM of Tenure and Revenue
Division to undertake an analysis of timber Supply and Demand conditions in the BC
interior, and to provide a map indicating the timber supply and demand balances
among various regions of BC interior. This paper introduced an analysis which
identified seven independent markets in BC interior and their corresponding timber
demand and supply conditions over the period 2004 – 2006.
The paper is divided into 3 sections:
 Section 1 outlines the timber supply and demand conditions in BC and
develops the concept of ‘Market’ and underlying methodologies.
 Section 2 presents the results of this analysis: the 7 markets identified and the
corresponding timber demand and supply condition for these markets.
 Section 3 presents the summary and conclusions of this analysis as well as
some forward thoughts on the market conditions and demand for timber in the
near future.

Section 1: Definitions, Assumptions and Methodology
¾ Timber Supply:
Timber supply is defined to be the volume of timber available for harvest in a
given year. Under this definition supply reflects the opportunity to harvest1.
Analysis of the scale data identified that mills acquire timber from three
distinct sources:
o Crown,
o Private, and
o Federal.
Crown supply is defined as the allowable annual cut (AAC) which is
determined by the Chief Forester. Private-land (fee simple holdings)
represents a marginal supply that is generally positively related to the strength
of the market for logs and the current conditions. Federal land represents
timber harvested from lands under Federal jurisdiction including Indian
reservations.
Table 1 – Land Ownership and Scale by Source (2005)2

Total Hectares
Percent of Total Area
Interior Timber Scaled
1
2

Provincial - Crown
55,177,725
93.4%
94.0%

Federal & First Nation
717,636
1.2%
0.3%

Private
3,178,219
5.4%
5.7%

Harvest reflects the demand for timber.
Source: Ministry of Forests and Range - State of the Forests.
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From Table 1 above two interesting features can be seen:
o The Provincial Government is the largest owner of land in the
Province.
o There is a strong correlation between the source of timber harvest in
the Interior and land ownership.
Table 2 below presents the proportion of Interior scaled volume by source
over the period 2004 - 2006. The data indicates that in the past three years the
relationship between sources of timber harvest has remained quite consistent
with Crown harvest remaining the dominant source of supply for Interior
mills.
Table 2: Interior Scale Proportions by Source (2004-2006)
Source
Crown
Federal
Private

2004

2005

2006

(%)

(%)

(%)

94.3
0.3
5.4

94.0
0.3
5.7

95.1
0.3
4.6

Given the relationships between land title and harvest how can we develop an
estimate of supply? In a world of perfect information we would want to
include data for all three sources, however, information on Private and Federal
Land allowable harvest volume are not available. What are available is the
Chief Forester’s determinations that set out the Allowable Annual Cut (AAC)
for Crown land in a given year. Given these challenges we have chosen to use
the Crown AAC as a proxy for total supply.
Although this proxy underestimates the potential supply, by between 4 and 6
percent, there are two reasons we feel that this does not represent a significant
issue for the purposes of this analysis:
o The reliability of the Crown AAC data; and
o Crown AAC consistently reflects between 94 and 95 percent of the
volume harvested. Crown volume is the mainstay of the fibre supply
for Interior mills.
Interior Timber Supply:
The Crown AAC will be used as a proxy for the estimate of the total supply of
timber available for harvest in a given year. Although this proxy represents an
under-estimate the lack of reliable data on Private and Federal timber supply
makes this the only operational choice.
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¾ Timber demand:
The demand for timber represents a derived demand arising out of its
conversion into logs, which are used as an input in the production of other
products. As such, the demand for timber is a function of the markets for
lumber, OSB, plywood, pulp and paper, log homes and other products along
with the productive capacity and efficiency the of the mills used to
manufacture the products.
The nature of timber once harvested, unlike coal, iron ore, and other nonperishable inputs means that harvest can not be stored indefinitely. Harvest is
usually timed to supply production requirements for the next 10 to 12 months.
Demand for timber is therefore a reflection of the current period use as an
input. Timber is not cut to store in inventory for a number of years ready to
be used. The reasons are not only related to the checking and drying of the
logs but to high inventory costs along with physical constraints on log storage.
Log storage areas represent a non-productive capital investment that adds to
the overall cost of manufacturing. The Harvest Billing System (HBS) scale
data can therefore be viewed as a strong proxy for total timber demand.
Interior Timber Demand:
Total timber harvest volume will be used as a proxy for interior timber demand (i.e.
total scaled volume compressed of crown, federal and private land.
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The following diagram outlines the timber supply and demand chain. The
composition of timber Supply and Demand is differentiated in the diagram by
the dashed line.

Crown Land AAC

Crown Land Harvest

Private Land Supply

Private Land Harvest

Federal Land Supply

Federal Land Harvest

Total Harvest

Total Scaled

Total Processed

¾ Markets:
Previous analysis undertaken in the Interior Fibre Flow review suggested that
there can be significant “flows” of logs between forest districts. It is therefore
critical to identify an integrated area (market) where the majority of the timber
is harvested, scaled and processed. Two assumptions have been used to
identify the markets for logs:
1. There are no significant lags between the time of harvest and the time
of scale.
2. Timber scaled in the market will be processed in the same market.
As a test of the above assumption we compared the total scaled volume to the
total log input of the mills3. The results indicated that scaled volumes closely
parallel that of mill input volumes (please refer to appendix table for detail
information).

3

The mill input data was obtained from the Major Primary Process Facility survey
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In order to add rigour to the determination of the Interior log markets a twoway cross tabulate between mark (harvest) districts and scale districts was
developed. The main determination criteria of an independent market was the
combination of two parameters:




The percentage share of the total timber inflow from other market(s) to
this market, which is defined as the (total volume scaled in this
market– total volume harvested and scaled in the same market) / total
volume scaled in this market.
The percentage share of the total timber outflow from this market to
other market(s), which is defined as the (total volume harvested in this
market– total volume harvested and scaled in the same market) / total
volume harvested in this market.

The combination of those two percentages will let us understand how much
volume has been harvested and scaled and thus processed in one area and the
fibre flows (in/out) to this area. We want to define an independent area
(market) with significantly low value (<10%) for both parameters. This
indicates that the majority of volume was harvested and scaled in that area and
there are no significant fibre flows (in/out) from this area to other area(s).
The geographic proximity and transportation linkages between Districts were
also considered in determination of the ‘Markets’. The logic of considering a
proximity factor is neighbouring districts is more likely to be part of the same
market than those separated by significant distances. This is because the cost
of transporting logs increases with distance traveled which in turns reduces the
profitability of the transaction.
It is important to note that two districts that do not trade between each other
can be part of the same market if they each trade with a common third district.
In this case, the effects of the trade with the common district would affect the
results within the entire market.
Based on the assumptions and methodologies stated above, 7 independent
markets were identified (4 in Northern Interior and 3 in Southern Interior)
based on 2006 HBS scaling data. Because the markets were identified
through scale records of actual log movements in the Interior this means that
overwhelming majority of timber harvested in one market will be used within
that market. This finding highlights two important market linkage impacts:


Inter-Market Independence – Changes to the AAC decisions that
impact management units that make up a given “market” will likely
not have significant impact on management units/Districts not
included in the market. The markets as defined reflect for the most
part self contained trading areas and are therefore independent of other
markets for supply.
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Intra-Market Dependence – AAC decisions made in one
management unit that are part of a “market” will likely have a
significant impact the other Districts that regularly trade with each
other.

Please be aware that the markets as defined above were designed to capture
the majority of log trading activity, however, sub-markets for specialty logs
(i.e., house logs, peelers, etc.) also exist. The smaller volume sub-markets
trade over greater distances due to the value and relative scarcity of the logs
demanded. Although these markets represent small volumes they are of
significance to many firms that operate in niche output markets that have high
margins.

Section 2: Results and Maps
¾ Interior Log Markets:
7 Markets have been identified as a result of this analysis based on 2006 HBS
data. They are defined below by districts:








Market #1: Fort St. James + MacKenzie + Prince George +
Vanderhoof
Market #2: Kalum + Nadina + Skeena Stikine.
Market #3: Fort Nelson
Market #4: Peace
Market #5: Arrow Boundary + Cascades + Headwaters + Kamloops +
Kootney Lake + 100 Mile House + Okanagan Shuswap
Market #6: Central Cariboo + Chilcotin + Quesnel
Market #7: Columbia + Rocky Mountain

The following table 3 shows the two parameters used as the main criteria for
the 7 markets specified above. As you can see from the table below, both
parameters are significantly high (>90%) for each of the markets. This
indicates that the majority of the timber harvested in the market were scaled
and processed within the same market (i.e. no significant fibre flows in/out to
the market).
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Table 3: Determination Parameters for the 7 Markets (based on 2006
HBS data)
Markets

Fibre Outflow %

Fibre Inflow %

Market 1
Market 2
Market 3
Market 4
Market 5
Market 6
Market 7

3.9%
3.8%
0.0%
0.6%
2.3%
4.0%
2.3%

1.7%
5.8%
2.0%
0.0%
2.2%
3.2%
8.9%

The map presented on the next page outlines the geographic scope of the
markets. There are a number of interesting features seen in the mapping:




The size of the markets vary greatly
The more geographically isolated the fewer the number of Districts
included in the market
The more diversified the species mix, size and kinds of mills the
broader is the market.

¾ Map of Interior Log Markets:
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Interior Fibre Market Areas
DJA
DMK
DPG
DVA

Market Area 1
· Fort St. James Forest District (Fort St. James)
· Mackenzie Forest District (Mackenzie)
· Prince George Forest District (Prince George)
· Vanderhoof Forest District (Vanderhoof)

DAB
DCS
DHW
DKA
DKL
DMH
DOS

Market Area 2
DKM · Kalum Forest District (Terrace)
DND · Nadina Forest District (Burns Lake, Houston)
DSS · Skeena Stikine Forest District (Smithers, Dease Lake, Hazelton)

Market Area 5
· Arrow Boundary Forest District (Castlegar, Grand Forks, Nakusp)
· Cascades Forest District (Merritt, Lillooet, Princeton)
· Headwaters Forest District (Clearwater, McBride)
· Kamloops Forest District (Kamloops)
· Kootenay Lake Forest District (Nelson)
· 100 Mile House Forest District (100 Mile House)
· Okanagan Shuswap Forest District (Vernon, Penticton, Salmon Arm)

Market Area 6
DCC · Central Cariboo Forest District (Williams Lake, Horsefly, Likely)
DCH · Chilcotin Forest District (Alexis Creek)
DQU · Quesnel Forest District (Quesnel)

Market Area 3
DFN · Fort Nelson Forest District (Fort Nelson)

Market Area 7
DCO · Columbia Forest District (Revelstoke, Golden)
DRM · Rocky Mountain Forest District (Cranbrook, Invermere)

Market Area 4
DPC · Peace Forest District (Dawson Creek, Fort St. John)

Market Area Boundaries

Fort Nelson
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District Boundaries
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¾ Market Equilibrium Assessment Criteria:
With the natural markets for logs identified it is now possible to examine the
relative state of demand and supply for timber throughout the Interior. Given
the nature of the data scale data the assessment criteria we will use involves
examining the proportional difference between the total timber supply and
demand in a given market. Three separate levels of assessments were carried
out:
o First an individual assessment for each of the 7 identified log markets;
o Second a regional assessment for the Northern and Southern Regions
respectively and,
o Finally an assessment for the overall Interior.
A market is considered to be in equilibrium (a state of supply-and-demand
balanced) if the percentage difference between supply and demand is within a
10% range. In other words a market is considered to be out of balance if
either the demand or supply differed by more than 10% (i.e., -10%, +10%)4.
Market Equilibrium:
A market is considered to be in balance/equilibrium if the percentage difference
between supply and demand is plus or minus 10%.
The adoption of a 10% variance was based on the consideration of the fact
that our measure of supply, Crown AAC, underestimates the true level of
supply of all timber by between 4 and 6 percent and the fact that there is a 5%
limit for over harvesting based on forest regulations.
The following 3 maps present the market equilibrium conditions for the 7
markets in BC interior over 2004 – 2006.

4

For a defined market if the total demand as measured by harvest was 10 million cubic meters and supply
(volume available for harvest) was 8.5 million cubic meters then demand would be greater than supply by
15%. Given the difference is greater than the 10% threshold this market would be considered to be undersupplied.
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2006 Interior Fibre Market Areas Supply Demand Balance
Market Area 1
DJA · Fort St. James Forest District (Fort St. James)
DMK · Mackenzie Forest District (Mackenzie)
DPG · Prince George Forest District (Prince George)
DVA · Vanderhoof Forest District (Vanderhoof)
Market Area 2
DKM · Kalum Forest District (Terrace)
DND · Nadina Forest District (Burns Lake, Houston)
DSS · Skeena Stikine Forest District (Smithers, Dease Lake, Hazelton)
Market Area 3
DFN · Fort Nelson Forest District (Fort Nelson)
Market Area 4
DPC · Peace Forest District (Dawson Creek, Fort St. John)

Market Area 5
DAB · Arrow Boundary Forest District (Castlegar, Grand Forks, Nakusp)
DCS · Cascades Forest District (Merritt, Lillooet, Princeton)
DHW · Headwaters Forest District (Clearwater, McBride)
DKA · Kamloops Forest District (Kamloops)
DKL · Kootenay Lake Forest District (Nelson)
DMH · 100 Mile House Forest District (100 Mile House)
DOS · Okanagan Shuswap Forest District (Vernon, Penticton, Salmon Arm)
Market Area 6
DCC · Central Cariboo Forest District (Williams Lake, Horsefly, Likely)
DCH · Chilcotin Forest District (Alexis Creek)
DQU · Quesnel Forest District (Quesnel)
Market Area 7
DCO · Columbia Forest District (Revelstoke, Golden)
DRM · Rocky Mountain Forest District (Cranbrook, Invermere)

Greater than 20%
Supply much greater
than demand

25%

Between 10% and 20%
Supply greater than
demand

30%
12%

Between -10% and 10%
Supply and demand
balance
Between -10% and -20%
Demand higher than
supply

5%

Less than -20%
Demand much higher
than supply

9%
-12%
-1%
Scale
50
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2005 Interior Fibre Market Areas Supply Demand Balance
Market Area 1
DJA · Fort St. James Forest District (Fort St. James)
DMK · Mackenzie Forest District (Mackenzie)
DPG · Prince George Forest District (Prince George)
DVA · Vanderhoof Forest District (Vanderhoof)
Market Area 2
DKM · Kalum Forest District (Terrace)
DND · Nadina Forest District (Burns Lake, Houston)
DSS · Skeena Stikine Forest District (Smithers, Dease Lake, Hazelton)
Market Area 3
DFN · Fort Nelson Forest District (Fort Nelson)
Market Area 4
DPC · Peace Forest District (Dawson Creek, Fort St. John)

Market Area 5
DAB · Arrow Boundary Forest District (Castlegar, Grand Forks, Nakusp)
DCS · Cascades Forest District (Merritt, Lillooet, Princeton)
DHW · Headwaters Forest District (Clearwater, McBride)
DKA · Kamloops Forest District (Kamloops)
DKL · Kootenay Lake Forest District (Nelson)
DMH · 100 Mile House Forest District (100 Mile House)
DOS · Okanagan Shuswap Forest District (Vernon, Penticton, Salmon Arm)
Market Area 6
DCC · Central Cariboo Forest District (Williams Lake, Horsefly, Likely)
DCH · Chilcotin Forest District (Alexis Creek)
DQU · Quesnel Forest District (Quesnel)
Market Area 7
DCO · Columbia Forest District (Revelstoke, Golden)
DRM · Rocky Mountain Forest District (Cranbrook, Invermere)

Greater than 20%
Supply much greater
than demand

19%

Between 10% and 20%
Supply greater than
demand

32%
16%

Between -10% and 10%
Supply and demand
balance
Between -10% and -20%
Demand higher than
supply

-1%

Less than -20%
Demand much higher
than supply

1%
-13%
-3%
Scale
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2004 Interior Fibre Market Areas Supply Demand Balance
Market Area 1
DJA · Fort St. James Forest District (Fort St. James)
DMK · Mackenzie Forest District (Mackenzie)
DPG · Prince George Forest District (Prince George)
DVA · Vanderhoof Forest District (Vanderhoof)
Market Area 2
DKM · Kalum Forest District (Terrace)
DND · Nadina Forest District (Burns Lake, Houston)
DSS · Skeena Stikine Forest District (Smithers, Dease Lake, Hazelton)
Market Area 3
DFN · Fort Nelson Forest District (Fort Nelson)
Market Area 4
DPC · Peace Forest District (Dawson Creek, Fort St. John)

Market Area 5
DAB · Arrow Boundary Forest District (Castlegar, Grand Forks, Nakusp)
DCS · Cascades Forest District (Merritt, Lillooet, Princeton)
DHW · Headwaters Forest District (Clearwater, McBride)
DKA · Kamloops Forest District (Kamloops)
DKL · Kootenay Lake Forest District (Nelson)
DMH · 100 Mile House Forest District (100 Mile House)
DOS · Okanagan Shuswap Forest District (Vernon, Penticton, Salmon Arm)
Market Area 6
DCC · Central Cariboo Forest District (Williams Lake, Horsefly, Likely)
DCH · Chilcotin Forest District (Alexis Creek)
DQU · Quesnel Forest District (Quesnel)
Market Area 7
DCO · Columbia Forest District (Revelstoke, Golden)
DRM · Rocky Mountain Forest District (Cranbrook, Invermere)

Greater than 20%
Supply much greater
than demand

5%

Between 10% and 20%
Supply greater than
demand

42%
33%

Between -10% and 10%
Supply and demand
balance
Between -10% and -20%
Demand higher than
supply

11%

Less than -20%
Demand much higher
than supply

15%
-25%
-15%
Scale
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Section 3: Conclusions and Forward-thinking
¾ Summary and Conclusions:
The following table summarizes the market equilibrium conditions for the
7 markets, and for aggregated northern interior region and southern
interior region as well as for the whole interior.
Table 4 BC Interior Timber Demand and Supply Conditions
Summary
Region
Market 1
Market 2
Market 3
Market 4
Northern Interior
Market 5
Market 6
Market 7
Southern Interior

Interior

2006

2005

2004

5.3%
29.7%
24.7%
11.5%
13.7%
-0.6%
8.7%
-11.9%
1.5%

-1.1%
31.8%
18.7%
16.0%
11.1%
-3.3%
0.8%
-12.9%
-2.8%

10.5%
41.0%
4.6%
32.9%
21.7%
-14.8%
15.3%
-24.7%
-4.9%

8.0%

4.7%

10.0%

The data from table 4 suggests the following patterns:


Markets in Northern Interior were more than able to fully meet their
demand for timber. This was most evident for market #2 and #4.



Markets in South Interior with the exception of market #7 were
generally able to meet their timber demand.



When we looked at timber supply at a regional level, Northern interior
has been slightly over-supplied over the period of 2004 – 2006, and
Southern Interior is balanced except for market #7. Timber supply and
demand in the interior was in balance when we aggregated across all 7
markets.

Please refer to the appendix for detail statistics tables.
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¾ Forward thinking:
The market concept introduced in this analysis along with their inter-market
independence and intra-market dependence characteristics represents the first
attempt to analytically define log markets in the Interior. It is important to
note that the market definitions are time sensitive and subject to change due to
various economic and biological factors.
The 7 markets defined in this analysis were based on 2006 HBS data, and the
strength of the market associations were tested by examining the relationships
in both 2005 and 2004. The data indicated that the market definitions were
consistent over the period however that the relative demand supply balance
varied.
The forest sector is currently facing significant challenges:
o mountain pine beetle,
o weakening U.S. housing market,
o Canadian dollar near parity with its U.S. counterpart,
o high energy costs,
o export taxes and
o new emerging low-cost global competitors.
The sector is currently adjusting to these factors which in turn may influence
not only relative market supply and demand but also the actual market
relationships. The potential for adoption of new technologies, new products
and new entrants (bio-energy, strand lumber) can also lead to significant
change in the markets structures and relative demand supply conditions. This
strongly suggests that a review of the markets should be undertaken on a
regular basis (every 1 – 3 years) in order to capture these influences.
It is important to note that the scope of the markets was based on District
boundaries. It would be possible to refine these definitions with more
accurate and detailed information on the location of scale sites. Currently this
data is not available.
A more detailed analysis on a species grade basis is possible and could be
used to examine the nature of the markets for logs not simple broad aggregates
of timber. We hope to complete this in the near future.
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Appendix : BC Inetrior Timber Supply and Demand Statistics by Markets and Regions: 2006, 2005 and 2004.

2006
Volume (m3)

Northern Interior
DJA+DMK+
DPG+DVA

DKM+DND+
DSS

Southern Interior

DFN

DPC

DAB+DCS+DH
W+DKA+DKL+
DMH+DOS

DCC+DCH
+DQU

DCO+DRM

Approxy
Supply*

AAC for Crown
Land

19,235,312

9,710,001

1,625,000

4,555,000

17,862,741

9,918,400

2,637,570

Demand

All_Land Harvest

18,224,929

6,827,009

1,223,567

4,030,287

17,975,499

9,051,404

2,950,336

Balance

Supply - Demand

1,010,383

2,882,992

401,433

524,713

-112,758

866,996

5.3%

29.7%

24.7%

11.5%

-0.6%

8.7%

Balance in Percentage
((supply - demand) / supply)

13.7%

-312,766

-11.9%

1.5%
8.0%

Other related
stats
Crown-Land
Harvest

17,390,539

6,462,237

1,223,567

3,629,895

17,093,884

8,892,247

2,635,668

All Land Scaled

17,828,874

6,970,089

1,249,093

4,005,636

17,963,440

8,973,735

3,166,767

Harvested &
Scaled in Market

17,522,223

6,567,574

1,223,567

4,004,696

17,559,852

8,686,986

2,883,756

Total Log Input
from Mill Survey**
* is the timber supply for crown-land only due to the data availability, and is a subset of total timber supply
**from internal database of Major Primary Timber Processing Facilities in British Columbia.
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2005
Volume (m3)

Northern Interior
DJA+DMK+
DPG+DVA

DKM+DND+
DSS

Southern Interior

DFN

DPC

DAB+DCS+DH
W+DKA+DKL+
DMH+DOS

DCC+DCH
+DQU

DCO+DRM

Approxy
Supply*

AAC for Crown
Land

19,364,000

9,710,001

1,500,000

4,555,000

17,263,118

9,918,400

2,637,570

Demand

All_Land Harvest

19,568,007

6,618,623

1,218,841

3,825,058

17,838,095

9,843,341

2,977,621

Balance

Supply - Demand

-204,007

3,091,378

281,159

729,942

-574,977

75,059

-340,051

-1.1%

31.8%

18.7%

16.0%

-3.3%

0.8%

-12.9%

Balance in Percentage
((supply - demand) / supply)

11.1%

-2.8%
4.7%

Other related
stats
Crown-Land
Harvest

18,443,193

6,205,863

1,209,458

3,351,557

16,728,993

9,599,197

2,636,002

All Land Scaled

18,701,647

6,892,241

1,219,247

3,939,011

17,966,579

9,992,680

3,113,727

Harvested &
Scaled in Market

18,119,521

6,357,116

1,218,841

3,824,625

17,268,060

9,176,583

2,865,497

Total Log Input
from Mill Survey**

17,208,441

6,713,369

1,284,432

3,670,455

18,952,852

9,953,839

3,194,540

* is the timber supply for crown-land only due to the data availability, and is a subset of total timber supply
**from internal database of Major Primary Timber Processing Facilities in British Columbia.
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2004
Volume (m3)

Northern Interior
DJA+DMK+
DPG+DVA

DKM+DND+
DSS

Southern Interior

DFN

DPC

DAB+DCS+DH
W+DKA+DKL+
DMH+DOS

DCC+DCH
+DQU

DCO+DRM

Approxy
Supply*

AAC for Crown
Land

18,984,000

9,710,001

1,500,000

4,555,000

14,928,647

9,918,400

2,587,570

Demand

All_Land Harvest

16,985,135

5,733,533

1,430,582

3,057,402

17,142,020

8,400,098

3,225,725

Balance

Supply - Demand

1,998,865

3,976,468

69,418

1,497,5
98

-2,213,373

1,518,3
02

-638,155

10.5%

41.0%

4.6%

32.9%

-14.8%

15.3%

-24.7%

Balance in Percentage
((supply - demand) / supply)

21.7%

-4.9%
10.0%

Other related
stats
Crown-Land
Harvest

15,975,638

5,581,410

1,400,677

2,776,754

16,008,528

8,180,153

2,841,317

All Land Scaled

15,508,954

6,285,480

1,431,708

3,266,123

17,431,364

8,363,735

3,580,034

Harvested &
Scaled in Market

15,124,803

5,551,331

1,430,405

3,056,099

16,384,361

7,526,384

3,108,735

Total Log Input
from Mill Survey**

16,778,035

5,971,000

1,424,000

3,981,950

17,126,245

8,780,000

3,592,000

* is the timber supply for crown-land only due to the data availability, and is a subset of total timber supply
**from internal database of Major Primary Timber Processing Facilities in British Columbia.
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Appendix 2:
Data Sources:
¾ Timber Supply:
Allowable annual cuts (AAC) from the Apportionment list (2004/05,
2005/06, 2006/07) has been used as our timber supply data.
¾ Timber demand:
The Harvest Billing System (HBS) is a scale data management and
invoicing system. The HBS database has both mark and scale
information, where the mark information (mark, mark districts, mark
clients and mark volume etc) identifies the harvesters information and the
scale information (scale site location, scale site owner and scaled
volume/value) identifies where and how much the timber gets scaled.
As we mentioned before that there can be significant “flows” of volume
harvested in one forest district and out to other forest districts for
processing. It is important to use both the harvest and scaled information
to approximate the timber demand and identify the markets in our
analysis.
¾ Other Data Used:
In order to verify the assumption that the majority of the timber scaled is
processed in the same area we examined this in relation to the total log
input data from the “Major Primary Timber Processing Facilities in British
Columbia”. The “Major Primary Timber Processing Facilities in British
Columbia” is a survey for Medium and Large Lumber Mills and reflects a
total capacity over 40 million board feet per year. Although this survey
data does not capture all the mills in the interior, it represents 95%+ of the
processed timber volume.
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